Listening to Parents survey – how researchers,
women and families work together
‘Running a survey as sensitive as this without the views of charities
and parent representatives would just have been impossible,’
Dr Rachel Rowe, Associate Professor, NPEU
Over 5,000 babies die around the time of birth every year in the UK and yet bereaved parents’ experiences of care are
largely unheard in service improvement and policy making. The Listening to Parents survey, published by NPEU in
2014, was the first national survey to ask parents who had been through the devastating experience of losing a baby
around the time of birth, about their experiences of care and the impact that loss had had on their lives. Representatives
of Sands, the stillbirth and neonatal death charity, and Bliss, the charity for babies born premature or sick, were involved
in the project from the beginning.

When all the survey
results came in, Sands
and Bliss commented
on what they felt was
important about what
parents said.

Sands,
Bliss
and
researchers designed
the survey together,
making sure it was
sensitively
worded
and asked the right
questions. The charities
shared the survey on
their social media to get
a good response and
offered their helplines
for support.

Study design

Survey results

?
What research
matters

Sands suggested the
idea and were supported
by other charities at the
NPEU’s annual public
involvement away day.
The Department of
Health agreed to the
survey and Sands and
Bliss were invited to
be part of the group
advising
researchers
throughout.

Sharing the
results

Impact of the
research

The report has informed the new
National Bereavement Care Pathway for
supporting bereaved parents and is used
in Sands bereavement care training for
health care professionals.
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Learning

1,000 copies of the final
report included personal
photographs
parents
shared.
Charities
presented results at
their own conferences,
on social media and
helped find parents who
would talk at events.

‘I realised that even though the questions were difficult,
those questions had to be asked, otherwise we’d always
be leaving these parents out.’ Rachel Rowe, Researcher
‘We knew parents would need the offer of support during
the survey, but I hadn’t appreciated that researchers might
potentially need it too.’ Charoltte Bevan, Sands

